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be supposed that the authors of our texts, high administrative
officials whose profession developed the ability to distinguish
sharply between departments, denominations, and titles,
should simply have used the expression " at-tujjar " instead
of al-jahabidha for no reason. It is improbable that this is
merely a case of terminological looseness ; on the contrary,
we are bound to infer from this difference in expression that
these Jews actually dealt in merchandise as well, although it is
only their financial dealings that the Arab sources show in
all their variety and many-sidedness. However, our
assumption that they were engaged in mercantile transactions
is not based on terminological evidence alone but is also
justified by historical evidence. Business in money and
business in goods were closely connected throughout the
Middle Ages.1 Money-lending is only an evolution of trade,
and the economic history of the Middle Ages furnishes many
instances of the fact that finance originates in commerce.
The latter created the capital for money dealings of large
scope. This process was also deeply rooted in the economic
structure of the epoch in which these Court-Jews lived and
worked. They probably began as merchants in the proper
sense of the word, prospered, and finally turned to money
afiairs on a large scale. Their firm, presumably a trading house
at first, thus developed into a banking firm, and their purely
financial undertakings gradually pushed all their other com-
mercial activities into the background.8
1 In the Middle Ages financial affairs were conducted by merchants.
The founder of the Rothschild banking firm, too, was at first a wholesale
trader. Cf. R. Ehrenberg, Das Zeitatter der Fugger, i, Jena, 1922. J.
Kulischer, Warenhdndler und Geldausleiher im 3Iittelalter, p. 254, says:
" Warenhandel und Geldhandel der verschiedensten Art, insbesondere das
verzinsliehe Darlehensgeschaft, sind im Mittelalter aufs engste miteinander
verbunden. !Der Kaufmann, der mit Waren handelt, ist zu gleicher Zeit
artch Geldhandler, insbesondere Geldausleiher und umgekehrt." Note
Sombart's saying (op. cit., p. 222) : *" Aus der Geldleihe ist der Kjapitalismns
geboren."
3 Their trade probably comprised the same articles of Oriental commerce
as are mentioned in the report on the " Radam'tes ". Vide J. Mann, JQR.f
x, p. 330.

